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For Immediate Release 

 

Hotel Éclat Beijing Recognized with Conde Nast Traveler’s 2021 Readers’ Choice Award 

One of The Top 5 Hotels in The Mainland of China 

 

Beijing, China – Condé Nast Traveler today announced the results of its annual Readers’ 

Choice Awards with Hotel Éclat Beijing recognized as one of the Top 5 hotels in the mainland 

of China. 

 

More than 800,000 Condé Nast Traveler readers submitted responses rating their travel 

experiences across the globe to provide a full snapshot about the places they can’t wait to 

return to next. The Readers’ Choice Awards are the longest-running and most prestigious 

recognition of excellence in the travel industry.  

 

Located in the heart of the vibrant Chinese Capital of Beijing, Hotel Éclat Beijing is proud to 

be a member of the exclusive Small Luxury Hotels of the World. Multi-award-winning Hotel 

Éclat Beijing re-defines the upscale boutique hotel experience, pairing the art of contemporary 

luxury with the luxury of contemporary art. Hotel Éclat Beijing is designed especially for this 

lifestyle, catering to tech-savvy travellers and the city's elite by offering both a sophisticated 

home-away-from-home and stylish rendezvous destination. 

 

Hotel Éclat Beijing is also renowned for showcasing its incredible collection of fine art, 

including original sculptures and paintings from Salvador Dali, Andy Warhol and Pierre 

Matter as well as Chinese masters Chen Wen Ling, Gao Xiao Wu and Zou Liang. The hotel’s 

unique sense of flair extends to its 100 guestrooms and individually-themed suites such as 

‘Star War’s Darth Vader’, ‘Harry Potter’, ‘Midnight in Paris’, ‘Out of Africa’ and ‘Alice’s Mad 

Hatter’ to name a few. Spacious Jacuzzis, private pools and terraces entice world travellers 

seeking a stylish and edgy experience within the convenience of being downtown. 

 

Mr. Dany Lützel, the General Manager of Hotel Éclat Beijing, shares his appreciation: “A 

sincere thanks to all our lovely guests and colleagues awarding us. It is our honour and 

pleasure to serve you!” 

 

 

About Hotel Eclat Beijing 

As part of the Hong Kong Parkview Group, Hotel Éclat Beijing with 100 rooms and suites 

offers a unique opportunity to experience world-class art while enjoying stylishly inviting 

accommodations, outstanding cuisine, intuitive yet non-intrusive guest services and a 

spectacular Mall where you can shop till you drop - all within its unique architectural 

complex.  

With the signature ‘Éclat Essentials’ for guests to enjoy, Éclat re-defines the upscale hotel 

experience, bringing you the art of contemporary luxury and the luxury of contemporary art. 
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Hotel Éclat Beijing is also a member of the exclusive Small Luxury Hotels of the World™. 

 

About Parkview Green 

Parkview Green, the multi-use complex in which Hotel Éclat Beijing is situated, also home to 

various high level grade offices, luxury retail outlets, art galleries and even state of the art 

Cineplex. Parkview Green was the first integrated commercial projects to be awarded the 

LEED Green Building Rating System Platinum Certification. The award-winning structure 

uses innovative environmental technologies resulting in energy use 50% lower than that of 

other buildings of similar size. 

 

About Small Luxury Hotels of the World™ 

Small Luxury Hotels of the World (SLH), the champion of small, luxury, independent hotels, 

has a collection of over 520 hotels in 80 countries. They are constantly on the road getting the 

first glimpse of the latest openings, game-changing hotel concepts and the most far flung 

destinations.  

 

Media Contact: 

Rebecca Wang 

Marketing & Communications Director 

Rebecca.Wang@eclathotels.com  

Tel: +86 10 8561 2888 ext. 2825 

More information, please visit: www.eclathotels.com   
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